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Two timing, an ad hoc method for studying periodic evolution equations, 
can be given a rigorous justification when the problem is in standard form, 
ic = Q(t, u). First solve dw/do = r(l - M)f(o, w) for w(o, w), where M is the 
mean value operator and v is any initial value. Then w(u, w) is periodic in o but 
does not satisfy the original equation. Now, force a solution u(t), using non- 
linear variation of constants, in the form w(o, V(T)), where D = t is the fast 
time and I = rt is the slow time. With the resulting differential equation for v, 
one reads off from its nonconstant solutions the approximate transient behavior 
of u(t) for times of order l -‘. On the other hand, the equilibrium points (constant 
solutions) et, correspond to steady state (periodic solutions) of the original 
system. Interesting applications, such as to one-dimensional wave equations 
with cubic damping, can be given. 
INTRODUCTION 
When studying a differential equation with a time periodic vector field, 
two problems of interest are: 
(I) Approximating the evolution of the system from a given initial 
state over a time interval comparable to the expected interval of existence 
of the original equation. 
(2) Predicting the existence of a steady-state (periodic) solution. 
It is well-known from the theory of averaging that, for certain differential 
equations in “standard” form, 
ti = l f(t, II), (1.1) 
where E > 0 is a “small” parameter, these two questions are closely related. 
To be more specific, consider the “averaged” equation associated with (1. I), 
v’ = f J)(s, w) ds, (1.2) 
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where 2;’ -= dwjdT and T _- et. Let u(t, u,, , c), resp. ~(7, z+,), be the solution 
to (I.]), resp. (1.2), with initial vector 11”. For ordinary differential equations 
it is shown in [2, Chap. 61 that the quantity u(t, u,, , c) - v(E~, u,,) can be 
made as small as desired for time intervals of order 6-i. In the setting of an 
abstract Hilbert space, a very similar result is proved in [14]. As this time 
span is of the same order of magnitude as the expected interval of existence 
for (I.]), a satisfactory answer has been given to the first problem. In 
addition, if (I .2) has an equilibrium point, and if the corresponding variational 
equation is asymptotically stable, then (1.1) has an asymptotically stable 
steady state. Again see [2] for the case of ordinary differential equations. 
The corresponding extension to Hilbcrt spaces is contained in [16]. Thus 
the nonconstant solutions to (1.2) help to solve the first problem, whereas 
its constant solutions bear on the second problem. 
The purpose of this paper is to obtain a set of similar results for abstract 
equations in standard form using a method which seems to clarify the 
structure of its solutions. In the setting of a Banach space, we shall show 
that associated with (1.1) is a certain differential equation (called the deter- 
mining equation) which acts as a kind of “exact” averaged equation. Just 
as we have discussed above, the nonconstant solutions to the determining 
equation provide useful information on the transient behavior of (I .I) for 
large but finite times, whereas the constant solutions correspond to the 
T-periodic ones for (1.1). In addition, the solution to the determining 
equation is a component of the solution to (l.l), and, in the limit as E - + 0, 
the equation rcduccs to the classical averaged equation (1.2). 
As an interesting application, WC’ shall discuss the wave equation with 
nonlinear damping, 
Yff - Y-2, 7 ++yt - h(i, x)) = 0, 
Y(h 0) = y(t, 7r) = 0, 
(1.3) 
where h is 2n-periodic in t. The types of results we obtain are: 
(I) If h has no traveling wave components, then the decay of the solution 
is, roughly speaking, no slower than I/{ 1 + ln( 1 + t)) and no faster than 
e-f,//1 + t}, at least for times or order 6-l. 
(2) If h contains a standing wave component, then (1.3) has a stable 
2rr-periodic solution. 
These hold for initial data in the Sobolev space Hr . 
Result (2) has been anticipated by Hale [9] who considered the closely 
related equation with nonlinear term yt3 and by Fink and Hall [8] who 
studied (I .3) when h has period T 7 2a( 1 + EP). Result (1) bears a striking 
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resemblance to the predicted decay of the envelope for the solutions to the 
ordinary differential equation 
.e+x+ci+=o 
for which averaging gives the rate l/{ 1 + t}. 
Using formal two-variable expansion methods, Kevorkian and Chikwendu 
[4] have studied problem (1) for a class of equations of the form 
with periodic initial data (but with no boundary conditions). Some of their 
examples, such as the case where H(u, c) = u3, can be brought into the 
framework of our efforts. We are thus able to justify rigorously some results 
obtained from a heuristic technique which has gained much popularity in 
recent years. This, along with the light we cast on the structure of (1 .I), 
are the significant contributions of our paper. 
The determining equation, whose exact form is given later in this section, 
is found by combining certain aspects of the Cesari-Hale (C-H) procedure 
for finding the periodic solutions of (I .I) with the Cole-Kevorkian (C-K) 
technique for obtaining its approximate solutions for arbitrary initial data. 
Two time scales, a “fast” time 0 = t and a “slow” time 7 = of, are 
introduced and we look for a solution in these two variables. Generally 
speaking, the fast-time dependence is T-periodic while the slow time reflects 
long-term amplitude changes. This latter variable appears as the independent 
variable in the determining equation. 
Our method for finding the 0, 7 dependence is constructive as it is based 
on the method of Picard. It delays, however, the computation of the slow-time 
dependence until the behavior in fast time has been found. This is in the 
same spirit as the C-H method where the initial vector producing the 
desired periodic solution is not calculated until the end of the algorithm. 
In contrast, the C-K method requires finding the fast- and slow-time 
dependence at each step of the iteration in much the same way as the 
Poincare procedure determines the initial value for the periodic solution. 
We point out that we do not accomplish our result by trying to show 
the C-K method converges. To do so would require proving the convergence 
of certain series in E. Again, there is an analogy with the approach of Cesari 
and Hale, who did not attempt to demonstrate the convergence of the 
Poincare procedure but rather made a fresh start not dependent on power 
series in l . We suspect that our two-time method is analytic in 6 when the 
vector field (and the initial data for infinite dimensional problems) is, but 
we have not attempted to prove this here. If this be true, however, then 
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our technique puts the formal results of Cole and Kevorkian onto a firm 
foundation for an important class of problems. 
Most approximation methods for dealing with (1.1) are improvements on 
the method of Poisson. As this provides a convenient starting point for 
explaining our procedure, let us begin by discussing this technique. 
We suppose the solution to (1 .I) can be written in the form 
u(t, <) = g f&(t) l /?z!, (1.5) 
7kO 
substitute into the equation, and equate like powers of l . Thus, no is deter- 
mined by the initial value if it has been specified; otherwise, it is free. For 
u1 we have 
4 = f(4 uo), (1.6) 
and so 
ul(t) = u,(O) + 4fJu)t + WI(t), (l-7) 
where wr is T-periodic and a(uo) is the mean value off(t, icg). Thus, we have 
approximately 
Now the difficulty with (1.8) is the presence of the secular term a(u,)t. 
Since this grows with increasing time, it may very well be that we have 
found a bad approximation to (1.1) unless et Q 1. There are many examples 
of this sort of thing. For example, if the equation 
ti = ~(-24 + sin t) (1.9) 
is treated by the Poisson method, we get for the first approximation 
uJt> :; q(O) - u,t - cos t $ 1 
which does not indicate that in fact all solutions are bounded for t > 0. 
At this point the investigator may decide to abandon trying to solve (1.1) 
approximately for a given initial condition and may instead concentrate on 
finding at least one bounded solution. This necessitates eliminating the 
secular term, which is possible if u. is chosen as a zero of u(uo). If this is 
done, then 
and for ua we have 
s(t) = %(O) + WI(t), (1.10) 
f, = 2f’(t, u& . (1.11) 
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Again using the free parameter ~~(0) available in (I. lo), we try to eliminate 
the mean value of the right side of (I .11). Assuming the process can be 
continued and the process converges, a T-periodic solution to (1.1) is 
produced with initial value 
where the {u,JO)} are found as indicated above. Of course, what we have 
described is just the Poincare procedure. It produces approximations which 
under suitable conditions will converge to a T-periodic solution but cannot 
give any information on solutions for arbitrary initial value. 
In hopes of solving this latter problem and of finding a better asymptotic 
expression for the solution, we turn to the two-variable method of Cole, 
Kevorkian, and others. Experience with the Poisson method for many 
problems indicates that the independent variable t often appears in two 
forms in these expansions. It is the argument of certain T-periodic functions. 
Additionally, it appears so that 7 7. or is the independent variable of certain 
functions which have a bearing on amplitude changes of the solution. This 
suggests we should try to determine the behavior in 7 “all at once” rather 
than “bit by bit” as in the Poisson method. Thus, we try to solve (1.1) in 
the form 
up, c) = z(u, 7, f), (1.12) 
where 0 1 t, 7 : et, and z is T-periodic in (T. 
Substituting (1.12) into ( I. I ) and using the connection of a and 7 to t gives 
WW(~, T,C) L b{f(U, z(u, 7, e)) - (az/aT)(u, 7, E)}. (1.13) 
Assuming a solution of the form 
(1.14) 
substituting into (I. I3), and equating coefficients of like powers of E gives 
for the first two equations 
and 
(az,/au)(u, 7) = 0 (1.15) 
PQ%(~, 4 = f(fJ, zo(u, 7)) - (~~OP~>(~> 4. (1.16) 
Hence, z. = wo(7), where et,(O) must be chosen to satisfy the given initial 
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value for (1.1) but is otherwise an arbitrary function of T only. Substituting 
into (1.16) gives 
(az,$b)(u, T) = f(u, WC)(T)) - (dw,,/dr)(r). (1.17) 
Of course, z1 will be T-periodic and, hence, bounded in 0 only if the mean 
value of the right side of (1.17) is zero. So we choose e’,, so that 
dV”(T) - = f j-oTf(u, Q(T)) do 
dr 
with v,,(O) as given above. Observe that (1.18) is just the usual averaged 
equation for (1 .I). Then zr has the form 
where wr is T-periodic in u and or is determined in the next step in a way 
similar to that of finding c0 . 
Continuing in this manner, we generate a sequence of functions {a, , zn} 
which, if the procedure converges, produces a solution to (1.1) for arbitrary 
initial value. To order c, it appears to be approximated by w,,(et). If z’~ exists 
for 0 < 7 < a, then to order e we have an approximation to (1.1) on the 
time interval 0 < t < a,/~. Furthermore, if all the V’S are constant functions, 
then we have developed a T-periodic solution to (1.1). 
Of course, the main goal of this paper is to prove that these plausible- 
sounding statements are true. The key is in finding a scheme using two 
times which converges. \Ve now describe ours. 
We suppose f is T-periodic in t. So for T-periodic w, the mean value 
of the composition with f is defined. Let us use the notation 
[f (.t WC.))1 = f /“‘f (St 44) ds- (1.19) 
Let w(o, v, 6) be the solution to the functional differential equation 
dw!du = dfh 4 - [f(., 4.N) (I .20) 
with ~(0, w, E) = w. Here v is an arbitrary initial vector. Note that the 
equation for w differs from (1.1) by the removal of the mean value term. 
Hence, w is defined and is T-periodic in u for all u E R. 
Now w, although it is periodic and bounded in the fast time u, does not 
satisfy the original differential equation. It was the observation of Cesari 
and Hale that w will be a T-periodic solution to (1.1) if w(e) can be chosen 
so that 
[f c.3 4.9 w(r), c>)l = 0. (1.21) 
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Thus, the C-H method is to eliminate the mean value term in (1.20). We 
proceed in a very similar way, attempting to find a function W(T, l) so that 
substitution of w(o, ~(7, c), l ) into (1.1) using the relation CT =. t and 7 = et 
eliminates the extraneous mean value term. We also require w to satisfy 
the given initial value u(0) : u0 . 
It turns out that the determining equation for ZI is 
wt:(T;E, w, c)w’ =.: [f( ., W(‘, 0, c))] (1.22) 
with v(O) = z+, . Here w, is the Frechet derivative of w in the initial vector z’. 
Suppose ~(7, c) is the solution to (1.22) on 0 < 7 < a. Put 
z(u, 7, c) = w(u, $7, l ), l ), (1.23) 
and finally let u(t, l ) be defined by 
u(4 e) = z(u, 7, c), (1.24) 
where 0 = t is the fast time and T L- rt is the slow time. We note that 
since ZI is defined for 7 E [0, Q] and w exists for all a E R, u exists for t E [0, a/e]. 
It is now easy to verify that u solves (1 .l). Indeed, by the chain rule, 
tip, c) = z,(u, T) c) + EZ,(U, T, 6). 
From (1.23), 
q&J, 7, c) = w.4J, +, c), E), 
Q-T 7, e) = %.(U, U(T, E), l) u’(7, E), 
and, from (1.20) and (1.22), 
%((J, $7, E>, c) = 4f(u, w(u, 47,6), 4) - [f(., w(., fJ(T, l ), c))], 
%(Tk +, 4, c) U’(T, 6) = [f(*, w(., $7, c), E))]. 
Hence, 
z&J, T, 6) .Y= w,(t, w(d, E), 6) 
= {f(t, wp, w(4 e), 6)) - [f(*, WC.7 4G 61, ENI> 
z,(u, 7, 6) -.= w,(t, W(El, Q), c) W’(d, c) 
zz [f(., W(‘, +4 E), E))], 
and so ri(t, 6) = ~j(t, u(t, l )). In addition, 
u(0, 6) = z(0, 0, c) = w(0, w(0, 6), 6) 
= w(0, 110 , c) = uo , 
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and so a solution to (1. I) satisfying the initial condition has been found 
on 0 < t -2 a/e. 
At the risk of being slightly repetitive, we summarize our results in a 
theorem. 
THEOKEM 1 .l. Let f be T-periodic in t. Let w(o, v, l ) be the solution to 
the functional d#erential equation 
+&T). 
do = 4f(u, u’(4) - f lrf(.v, w(s)) 4, 
Suppose ~(7, 6) satisfies the determining equation 
ws(& C(T), l ) 9 = f Jrf(s, w(s, C(T), 6)) ds, 0 (1.22) 
on the interval [0, a], where w, is the derivative of w in v. Then the function 
up, e) = w(u, 2’(7, l ), c), 
u -= t, (1.24) 
7 =: Et, 
satis$es the equation 
e(t) = 4(t, u(t)), 
u(O) = %I 9 
on the interval [0, a/e]. In addition, u has the form 
(1-J) 
u(t, l) = o(d, 6) - cw1(t, o(rt, E), 4), (1.25) 
where w1 is T-periodic in its jrst cariable. 
From equation (1.25), which is obtained from (1.24) and the integral 
form of (1.20), one can practically read off the next two results. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let u(t, .e) be the solution to (1.1) with initsizl vector uU , 
and suppose v satis$es the determining equation (1.22) on [0, a] with the same 
initial condition. Then, for all t E [0, a,/e], u(t, C) = e’(ct, l ) -1 O(E) as c ---• 0. 
THEOREM 1.3. If C”(E) is a stable constant solution (equilibrium point) for 
(1.22), then (1.1) has a stable T-periodic solution. 
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We point out that our theorems are not quite precisely stated since the 
conditions on the vector field have not been given. These latter conditions 
are quite mild, requiring, roughly speaking, thatfand its first two derivatives 
in II be continuous. The exact conditions are presented in (A) and (B) of 
the next section. The proofs of Theorems 1.2 and 1.3 are in Section 4. 
A glance at (1.22) shows that the exact form for the vector field of the 
determining equation cannot in general be found. However, it turns out 
that w,(o, w, E) = I + rB(o, V, c). Since B is T-periodic in o, &(T/E, v, l ) - 0 
with l . As w(u, w, E) -+ V, the approximate form for (1.22) is just the averaged 
equation (1.2). In Section 3, we prove that the solutions to (1.22) are con- 
tinuous in E. From this and Theorem 1.2, we obtain the following result: 
THEOREM 1.4. Let r) > 0 be given and suppose V(T) satisfies (1.2) with 
v(0) = IQ, . Let u(t, C) solve (1 .I) z&h ~(0, l ) r= u,, . Then there is an q, > 0 
and a constant L > 0 such that, joy all t E [0, L/e], 
I 44 6) - v(4 < 77 
whenever0 <E <q,. 
Again because of the difficulty of knowing the right side of (1.22) exactly, 
approximate methods may be required to find the equilibrium points. In 
this paper, we use the implicit function theorem. As a consequence, we 
obtain the following type of criterion: 
THEOREM 1.5. Suppose there exists an element v,, such that F(Q) = 0, 
where 
(1.26) 
and such that F’(Q) has a bounded inverse. Then (1.1) has a T-periodic solution 
JOY E su@kntly small. In addition, if the variational equation for (1.2) is 
exponentially asymptotically stable, then so is the T-periodic solution to (1.1). 
As before, for clarity WC have omitted the conditions on f. See Section 4 
for more details. 
As we noted early in this section, the latter two theorems are known 
to be true for some ordinary differential equations in both finite and infinite 
dimensional spaces. In fact, the authors in [2, 14, 161 can even admit almost 
periodic vector fields. Unfortunately, our technique is not applicable (at 
least in its present form) to the almost periodic case. This is because we 
make use of the fact that the indefinite integral of a periodic function with 
no mean value is also periodic. Such is not the case with almost periodic 
functions. 
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The reader interested in some background material on averaging should 
see Bogoliubov and Mtropolsky [2], especially Chaps. 1 and 6. Hale’s 
two books [lo, 1 I] contain much material on the subject. Particularly 
excellent is Chap. 5 of the second reference. Two variable expansion methods 
are discussed by Cole [5, Chap. 31 and Kevorkian [12]. The Cesari-Hale 
method is discussed thoroughly in [IO, Chap. 6] and [I 1, Chaps. 8, 91. 
A multitude of worked examples can be found in [2, 151. Especially 
interesting is Chap. 6 of the second reference where numerous nonlinear 
problems involving almost periodic solutions of partial differential equations 
are explored. Hopefully in the near future a connection will be made between 
these studies and the formal two-variable expansions obtained in [ 131 for 
the dispersive Van der Pol wave equation, 
1111 - u,, + Au 2 +I, - zq), 
up, 0) = up, n) = 0. 
The next three sections of this paper are devoted to making precise 
statements of the theorems above. Section 2 is concerned entirely with 
showing that the solution to (I .20) m ak es a good vector field for the deter- 
mining equation. The latter’s properties, notably existence, uniqueness, 
and continuity in l , are explored in the third section. The main results 
are then proved in Section 4, and in the last section, the application to 
(I .3) is given. 
2. GENERATION OF A VECTOR FIELD 
In this section we shall prove two theorems establishing that the solution 
to the functional differential equation 
dw!‘du = 4fh 4 - [f(*, w(*))lJ, 
w(0) = w, 
(2.1) 
along with its derivative in z, form a “nice” vector field in (a, v, E). The 
hypotheses are mild, requiring certain conditions on the first and second 
derivative off in u. These are stated precisely in (A) and (B) below. 
In what follows, R is the set of real numbers while X is a Banach space 
with norm 1 . I. C(R, X) is the space of continuous functions from R to X 
which are T-periodic with the uniform topology 
1 I( 1 = sup{: u(t)l; i E R}. 
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Let V and E be the sets 
v = {v E x; I v - u. I < b}, 
E = {c in R; I E / < Q}. 
Here u0 is any point in X but its value is usually determined by the given 
initial value for (1.1). 
THEOREM 2.1. Let f satisfy condition (A) below and suppose u,, E X is 
given. Then there are positive constants b and l O (in general, these depend on u,,) 
and a unique element w(o, v, c) in C(R, X) satisfying (2.1) whenever (v, c) 
are in V x E. In addition, w is de$ned by the equation 
w(a, 6, c) =z v f E I u {f(s, WCS, z’~1) - [f(*, 4.1 v, <))I> ds (2.2) 0 
and is untformly Lipschitzian in the triple (u, v, e) for o E R, v E V, and 6 in E. 
THEOREM 2.2. Suppose f satisfies the additional condition (B) belorz. Then 
the element w defined by (2.2) is continuously di&rentiable in v at each point 
of V. The derivative is dejned by the relation 
W&T v, e)h = h + E IOU {f ‘(s, w(s, 0, c)) w,(s, 0, ~1 
- [f Ye, =J(*, ‘u, <)I WA., v, 4lM 4 (2.3) 
where h is any element of X. If we write 
w,(u, v, c) I= z + l B(u, v, l ), (2.4) 
then both of w, and B are uniformly bounded and Lipschitzian in (a, v, t) 
in R x V x E in the unsform operator topology of L(X). 
The assumptions (A) and (B) are as follows: 
(A) f is T-periodic in t and is continuous as a function of (t, u) 
in R x X with values in X. Its Frechet derivative in u, f’ is continuous in 
the strong operator topology of L(X). Finally f satisfies a C, condition in u 
uniformly for t E R, i.e., for each 7 > 0 and each u,, in X, there is a 
6(q us) > 0 such that 1 ur - u0 1 < 6 and 1 us - u0 ! < 6 imply 
I f (6 4 - f (6 %!I - f ‘(4 %h - %)I < 77 I u, - 112 I 
for all t in R. 
(2.5) 
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(B) f is differentiable to order 2 in u with f” continuous in the 
strong topology of B(X), the set of bilinear maps of X to itself. In addition, 
f’ satisfies a C, condition uniformly in t inL(X), i.e., for each n,, in X and each 
17 > 0, there is a 6(u,, 7) > 0 such that ui - n,, 1 < 6 and I ua - n,, < 6 
imply 
If’@, %I - f’k u2) - f”(c ~“)@l - u2)j < 7 I Ul - 112 I (2.6) 
for all t E R. 
In (2.6) the symbol 1 . I means the norm in L(X). Note that in what 
follows the C, conditions are used simply to establish the existence of 
t-uniform local Lipschitz and boundedness conditions on f and its first 
derivative. These latter assumptions may be used in the appropriate places 
in (A) and (B). 
Proof of Theorem 2.1 
We shall show that the operator 
(~-W)(U) = w + e 
5 
- (I - M) f (s, w(s)) ds (2.7) 
0 
is a uniform contraction on R x V x E. (See Hale [ 1 I, p. 61). For con- 
venience we are using M to denote the mean value operator 
[w] : Mw -: $, Jar w(s) ds. (2.8) 
Observe that if w is in C(R, X), then so is .Fw since the inkgrand in (2.7) 
has zero mean value. 
Using the uniform C, condition on f, we find a(~,,) so that (2.5) is satisfied 
for 7 = 1 whenever I ui - no ! < 6 and I u2 - n,, I < 6. So let 
S = {w E C(R, X); 11 w - I(,, II < 6&J}, 
and suppose w E S and I c I < E” . Since I: I - M II < 2, 
I(.Y-w)(u) - u,, I < I w - u,, I + 2c,T II f (., w):: 
<I i w - u. I L 2q,T{I f(., w) -f(., uU) -f’(., tlg)(w - u,)ll 
-t- f(., U”)l’ -t lf’(., f&J I iI ZL’ --- f+ II} 
< I 2, - ~0 : + WV4,(4 %) + W(4), 
where .lil,(u,) : I + :I f ‘(., u,)l, and M,(u,) -- i ,f(., ua)i . 
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Next if wr and wa are in S, 
$7w1)(u) - (Yw2)(u) < 2Q I f(., WI) - f(., %):I 
< 2c,1’{l;f(., WI) -f(., w2) -f’(., u&i - w,)! 
i ‘If’(., %I),’ IIWI - wuz !II 
< 2r,,TM&J ‘I Wl - w’2 ‘. 
Pick cO to be the smaller of I /87’M,(u,) and S(u,)j8TMa(u,). Let b = S(u,)/Z 
and suppose 1 v - u,, I < b. Then 3 maps S to itself and is uniformly 
contracting with contraction constant l/4 for (a, C, l ) in R x V x E. 
Let us display the dependence of .7 on (w, V, C) by .Y(w, (z;, E). From 
(2.7) and subsequent estimates we have 
I qw, 211 >C)(U) - F(w, v2, e)(u)1 = I q - z2 j, 
.-7(w, fJ> Q)(U) - .qw, 0, +)I < TK,(U”) I El - 9 I, 
I .qw, v, e)(q) - .mJ, vu, e)(3) < %W,) I 01 - ‘Jp I, 
where 
These estimates hold uniformly on the sets V and E and for 1 u I < T. 
So Y is uniformly Lipschitz continuous on R x V x E. Since uniform 
contractions preserve these properties, the same is true for the unique 
fixed point w(u, V, E). 
From (2.7), w(u, ZI, E) is defined by 
w(u, v, E) = w + l s 
o (I - M)f(s, w(s, v, c)) ds. 
0 
Hence Theorem 2.1 is proved. 
Proof of Theorem 2.2 
IVe again USC the fact that 3 is a uniform contraction. First note that 
.Y(w, V, E) is infinitely differentiable in v with derivative the identity. Next 
we easily check using (2.5) that 
(.%(w, v, EMU.) = E jou (1 - M)f’(s, w(4) 4 ds (2.10) 
defines the derivative of r in w. 
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Using the estimate (2.6) with +! I, readjusting 6(u,) if necessary, we 
obtain 
where 
So Fw is Lipschita continuous in w uniformly on H x I/ x E. 
Similarly, we obtain the estimates 
and 
where 
IP-dw, z’, E)4(Ul) - PL(w, VP ~MJ2) 
< r&*(u,) I! .z I, I q - 82 j, 
Hence, as shown in [ 11, p. 7, Theorem 3.21, the fixed point w(u, v, l ) 
is continuously differentiable in z. By a straightforward (but tedious) 
argument, one shows that the derivative wV(u, w, l ) is also uniformly 
Lipschitzian on R x V x E. 
Implicit in the proof of Theorem 3.2 is the fact that for h E X, 
W,(U, v, E)h = h + c ly (I - M)f’(s, w(s, v, E)) w,(s, z1, E)h ds (2.11) 
defines the differential. If we let 
@a, v, l )h = 
f 
o” (I - M)f’(s, w(s, v, E)) w&, v, c)h ds, 
then, as before, 
j B(0, t?, E)h I < TK,(U”) / w,.(., z), E)h /‘. 
We adjust E,, so that l ,, < 1/2TK,(u,). Then, 
w,.(u, v, l )h i <[ h + l/2 I W,.(., z’, c)h I. 
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Thus, II w,(., 0, e)h II < 2 I h I and 
This proves Theorem 2.2. 
3. SOLUTION OF THE DETERMINING EQUATION 
We now consider the determining equation 
w&/t, a, c) VI = - ; Jyf(l, w(s, 0, cl) & 
w(0) = 110 ) 
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(3.1) 
where w(u, w, e) is given by (2.2) and w,(u, PI, l ) by (2.3). We note that as 
z -+ 0, w(u, o, 6) -+ w. Also, from (2.4) and the fact that B(u, w, l ) is bounded 
for all u in R, wo(r/~, w, l ) - I = &(7/e, o, l ) -+ 0 with l . So the limiting 
form of (3.1) is simply the averaged equation 
21’ =: f /“rf(s, w) a%. (3.2) 
Our goal is to show that (3.1) h as a solution $7, E) which depends con- 
tinuously upon 4 in E. In particular, as E + 0, ~(7, E) reduces to the solution 
of (3.2). The precise results are stated in the next two theorems. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let f suiisfv conditions (A) and (B) of Section 2. Then 
there are positive constants b and z,, such that w;‘(u, w, E), the inverse of 
w,(u, v, l ), exists and is unifwmly bounded and uniformly Lipschitziun in 
(u, v, l ) in R x V x E in the uniform operator topology on L(X). Moreover, 
w,yu, PI, l ) = z + O(6). 
THEOREM 3.2. Let f satisfy conditions (A) and (B) of Section 2. Then 
there is a positive constant a, independent of e in E, such that (3.1) has a unique 
solution W(T, l) in the inter& [0, a] with values in V. This solution v(r, l ) 
is a continuous function of the parameter E in E uniformly in r in [0, a]. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1 
By Theorem 2.2, we can write 
w,(u, fJ, 4 = z + au, 0,4, 
where B(u, w, l ) is uniformly bounded and uniformly Lipschitzian in (u, w, E) 
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in R x V x E in the uniform operator topology on L(X). Let us now make 
q, smaller than its original value, if necessary, in order to have 
; qJqu> v, <)I G l/2, (u, v, e) E R x V x E. 
Then w,l(o, q 6) = {I + &( 0, v, <)}-I exists for (CT, v, 6) in R x V x E and 
w;‘(u, v, c) = 1 (- 1)“‘ E%‘(u, v, l ), (u, v, C) E R x V x E, 
k-0 
where this series converges in the uniform operator topology on L(X). 
Moreover, 
1 w;‘(u, v, e)l < 2, (u, v, E) E R x V x I?. 
Finally, we note that 
If4Ul 9 01 9 4 - C(%,V2 ,ep)l 




< c I qkmu, Vl 9 4 - l zkBk(u, , V2,Eq)l 
k-l 




x 1 I l (fJl ,Vl 7 41' I Q(o2 ,v2, 41k-1-j 
j-0 
m k-1 
(01 , v1,4 (02 , ~2 , ~2) E R x V x E. 
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Since B(a, v, C) is uniformly Lipschitzian in (u, v, C) in R x V x E, it 
now follows that w;l(o, v, E) is also uniformly Lipschitzian in (a, v, l ) in 
R x V x E. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
Proof of Theorem 3.2 
In view of Theorem 3.1, the determining equation (3.1) can be written as 
d(T) = fyw;’ (: > $4, f f(s, 4, V(T), e)) ds, 
0 
) 
v(0) = uo . 
(3.3) 
Define 
F(T,v,E) = ;/orw;l($,v,+(s,w(s,v.t))ds. 
It follows from the assumptions on j, Theorem 2.1, and Theorem 3.1 that 
F(T, v, E) is continuous in (7, v) in R x I’ and is uniformly Lipschitzian 
in v in I’. (Recall that, if l = 0, w,,(T/c, v, e), and hence w;‘(T/c, v, 6) is 
the identity I.) Moreover, F(T, v, l ) is uniformly bounded in (T, v, l ) in 
R x V x E. By the Picard-Lindelof Theorem [7, p. 2831, there exists 
a > 0, independent of E in E, such that (3.3) has a unique solution V(T, l ) 
in the interval [0, Q] with values in I’. 
In order to show continuous dependence upon C, we must first be sure 
that the vector field F(T, v, l ) is itself continuous in E. This is immediate 
from Theorems 2. I, 3.1, and the assumed properties off, except possibly at 
E = 0. However, from the representation established in Theorem 3.1, 
w;‘(u, v, 6) = f (-1)” ckBk(u, v, E), 
k-0 
and it follows that 
k-l 
Here we have used the bounds 1 E/Q” 1 < 1 for l in E and [ E&O, v, l )I < l/2 
for (a, v, l ) in R x V x E. So w, , and hence F, is continuous at E = 0. 
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Now choose l 1 in E and fix it. Then 
- $’ I F(o, 4~ 4, E) 0, w(u, 4,dl - do. 
0 
Since F(T, w, 6) is uniformly Lipschitzian in ZI, 
1 w(r, E) - w(r, 6,) ,< C, jo’ I w(u, 6) - ~(0, <AI do + +(T, r; 4. 
where C, is a constant and 
4(T, a; 4 = I ’ i F(o, w(u, q), z) - F(u, o(u,q), 41 do. ” 
By the Gronwall inequality [6, p. 151, 
From the assumptions onf and Theorems 2.1 and 3.1, we see that 4(T, e; Q) 
is continuous in (T, E) in [0, a] X E. Since [0, u] X E is compact, $(T, c; Q) 
is uniformly continuous in (T, 0 in [0, a] x E. Thus, +(T, e; or) - 
+tT, E 1 ; fl) --- 0 as 6 - or uniformly in 7 in [O, U]. It now follows from 
(3.4) that I W(T, e) - w(T, Q)I + 0 as E --, ct uniformly in T in [0, u]. This 
completes the proof of Theorem 3.2. 
4. PERIODIC SOLUTIONS AND ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR 
In this section, we study the relationships among the solutions of the 
original equation, the determining equation, and the averaged equation. 
Recall that the original equation is 
li = d(t, u), u(0) := I(0 ) (4.1) 
the determining equation is 
21’ = w,‘(+, w, l)[f( ‘1 w( *, W, c))] 
w(0) == I40 ) 
(4.2) 
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and the averaged equation is 
w’ = [f(., v)I, o(0) = uo. (4.3) 
Our goal is to discuss the existence of periodic solutions to (4.1) by using 
equilibrium points of (4.2) and (4.3) and to study the asymptotic behavior 
of any solution of (4.1) in terms of solutions of (4.2) and (4.3). We state 
our theorems precisely below. 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose f satkjies conditions (A) and (B) of Section 2, 
and let u(t, 6) be the solution of (4.1) with initial vector u. . Furthermore, let 
w(~, 6) be a solution of (4.2) on [0, a] with the same initial condition. Then, 
for all t in [0, a/c], u(t, l ) = w(ct, l ) + O(E) as e + 0. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let f satisfy conditions (A) and (B) of Section 2. Zf we(z) 
is a stable (asymptotically stable) ( e xp onentially asymptotically stable) constant 
solution (equilibrium point) for (4.2), then (4.1) has a stable (asymptotically 
stable) (exponentially asymptotically stable) T-periodic solution. 
As we have pointed out in the Introduction, the exact form of the vector 
field for (4.2) is in general unknown. Our next two theorems show, however, 
that the averaged equation (4.3) can provide much the same information 
as (4.2). 
THEOREM 4.3. Suppose f satisfies conditkns (A) and (B) of Section 2. 
Let 71 > 0 be giwen and suppose W(T) sattijies (4.3). Zf u(t, l ) is a solution of 
(4.1), then there is an q > 0 and a constant L > 0 such that for all t in 
[0, L/r], 1 u(t, 6) - w(zt)l < q mhenewer 0 < E < l 1 . 
THEOREM 4.4. Let f satisfy conditions (A) and (B) of Section 2. Suppose 
there exists an element w. such that F(w,) = 0 where 
F(w) = f Irf (t, w) dt 
0 
(4.4) 
and such that F’(w,) has a bounakd inverse on X. Then there edits c2 > 0 
and an initial condition u. = u&c) such that (4.1) has a T-periodic solution 
for 0 d I l I < 62. If, in addition, the variational equation for (4.3) is 
exponentially asymptotically stable, then so is the T-periodic solution to (4.1) 
whenr>o. 
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Proof oj Theorem 4. I 
Let u(t, E), resp. ~(7, e) be the solution of (4.1), resp. (4.2). We know 
that if 7 --- et, then 
~(4 6) - 47, ~1 -.. c j-” MS, w(s, 47,~), 6)) - [f(., w(*, ~(7, l ), c))]} ds (4.5) 0 
whenever 0 < T < a (or equivalently, 0 .< t < a/~) and e in E. Let 
t : nT -+ r, where0 < r < T. Then 
up, E) - w(d, c)= [‘I,’ r {f(S, w(s, o(rt, c), c)) ‘TIT 
- [I(*, 4.3 44 e), <))I} ds 
since the integrand in (4.5) is T-periodic in s with mean value zero. Thus, 
for 0 < t < U/E where 
y(t) = Jar I f(s, w(s, a(4 c), c))I ds. 
However, we can bound y(l) uniformly in t. In fact, since ~(7, e) E V on 
[0, u] x E (Theorem 3.2), we can use the estimate from Theorem 2. I, 
I f(S, w’(s, v, <))I < I f(S, w(s, vu, c)) - f(S, I(o) - .f’(s, Ilo)@+, 0, c) - u,)i 
i- If(S, uo)i + I.f’(h ~o)(W(~, 0, c) - %)I 
for w E V. But, in the notation of Section 2, w E S and so the first term of 
the right-hand side is less than a(~,). Thus, 
If(S, w(s, v* c))I G quo) +- If(S, I(o). 
+ If’(S, uo)(w(s, v, 6) - U”)l 
which completes the proof of Theorem 4. I. 
Proof of Theorem 4.2 
Let no(c) be an equilibrium point for (4.2) and let u,, = z)~(E). We know that 
44 E) = vo(c) + 4t, ho, f), 
and w1 is T-periodic in its first variable. Thus, u(t, 6) is a T-periodic solution 
of (4.1). 
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Next suppose that V,,(B) is stable (asymptotically stable) (exponentially 
asymptotically stable). Let ~(7, z,p), resp. u(t, r, p), denote the solution 
of (4.2), resp. (4.1), with ~(0, 6,~) = p, resp. ~(0, e,p) =: p. Then 
u(t, E, p) - up, E, Q(C)) = w(u, W(T, 4, P), c) - w(o, Q(E), e). 
Choose 6, sufficiently small so that 1 p - w,,(e)/ < 6, implies ~(7, E, p) E V. 
By Theorem 2.1, w is uniformly Lipschitzian in its second variable. We 
denote the Lipschitz constant by k. Then 
46 l 9 P) - u(t, f, Q(c)) i G h ! 47, E, PI- v3(c)l. (4.6) 
Let q > 0 be fixed. Using the stability of wa(c), let 6, be so small that 
I p - ws(~)I < 6, implies I a(~, l ,p) - w”(e)1 < v/k. If 
I P - dc)l < min(h , h), 
then 
I u(t, c, P) - u(G c> &J(e))l < ‘It 
and u(t, 4, w,,(c)) is stable. To show the asymptotic stability or exponential 
asymptotic stability of u(t, E, W,(E)), use (4.6) with an appropriate estimate 
on ! 47, 5 P) - q&)I. 
Proof of Theorem 4.3 
Let 7 > 0 be given and suppose W(T) satisfies (4.3) with w(O) = q, . 
Let u(t, 6) solve (4.1) with the same initial vector and suppose W(T, E) is a 
solution of (4.2) with ~(0, 6) = u0 . Then, for 0 < t < a/e, 
For 0 < t < a/r, 
1 up, E) - W(d)1 < I u(t, c) - w(st, 41 + I $4 4 - fwl 
< ye - / w(d, E) - w(rt)l. 
But, by Theorem 3.2, there exists a continuous function D: E - [0, a~) 
such that D(0) = 0 and 1 ~(7, 6) - w(T)[ < D(r) for 0 < T < a. Thus 
Let or be sufficiently small that D(E) + yc < 7 for 0 < E < or . If we let 
L = a, this completes the proof of the Theorem. 
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Proof of Theorem 4.4 
We prove Theorem 4.4 in two parts. First suppose ZJ(w,) : 0 and F’(Q) 
has a bounded inverse. Let V be centered at w, . Consider the function 
Jw c) = [f (., 4.9 74 c))l. 
Then F is defined and continuous on V x E to X and 
F(w,) = F(w, ) 0) L-1. 0. 
By the chain rule, 
F&A c) = [f y.9 wt.9 w, c>) w,(., w, c)], 
which by the hypotheses on f and Theorem 2.2 is continuous at (w,, 0). 
Also, F&,, , 0) = F,(w,) which has a bounded inverse in L(X). So by the 
implicit function theorem there is an c2 > 0 and a locally unique ~~(6) E V 
such that F(w”(c), E) T= 0 for ’ E 1 < l a and with W,,(E) continuous at c = 0. 
Hence, W,,(E) is an isolated equilibrium point for (4.2). As we know, u(t, l ) -- 
w(t, w,,(e), t) is the desired T-periodic solution. 
Next, we show the second assertion of Theorem 4.4. Suppose 
w’ = F’(w,)w (4.7) 
is exponentially asymptotically stable. That is, suppose (4.7) generates a 
semigroup U(T, 0) such that 
I U(T, O)P < KecJt I p 1 
for some positive constants K, (1. 
Let ~(7, l ) = y(~, l ) + w,,(z) and substitute into (4.2): 
W,(T/% w,l )Y’(T, e) = V(., w’(., y + s(c), E))] 
= [f c.9 wt.* Y + %(~h ~))I - [f t.8 4.3 %(4, c))l 
W,(TIIC, w, l) Y’(T, 6) = F’(q&), E) y -7 g(y, c), 
where g(y, c) -- o(I y I). Invert w, to get 
or 
~‘(7, ~1 = w;~(T/c, Q(E), l >F’(w&), l )Y + 47, y, E), (4.8) 
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where 
h(T, y, c) = w,‘(7/5 Q(E), e) g(y, c> 
+ {w,‘(+, Q(C) + Y, l ) - %‘(de* %k), 4 F(Y + %(e)* cl. 
We look at the behavior of h(r, y, C) in a neighborhood of y = 0. 
ByTheorem3.1, WW,’ is uniformly bounded by b and uniformly Lipschitzian. 
We denote the Lipschitz constant by k, to get 
h(T,Y, c)I < 6 I g(y, “11 + A, I y I ’ F(Y + f-J,(e), c)I. 
Thus h = o(! y I), i.e., for all 7 > 0, there exists 6 > 0 such that I y j < 6 
impli4h(7,y,r)i <~lyI. 
We now estimate the linear part of (4.8) using the estimate on Li(t, 0): 
or 
Y’ I= w, , 0)Y + {w;‘(+, %(4 c) F’(W”@), 4 - F’(w,)}y 
Y’ = F’hl, O)Y + w, “)Y, (4.9) 
where 
Using the standard variation of constants formula, solutions to (4.9), so 
long as they exist, satisfy 
or 
Y(T, 4 = W, 0) y(O,4 + lo’ C’(T - s, 0) H(s, c) y(s, l) ds 
em’ IY(~, ~11 < K IY(@ 611 + Jo’ K I W, ~)l pa I As, c)I ds. (4.10) 
We now consider H(T, l ). Using Theorem 3.1, 
I H(T, cl! < 6 ! Wo(‘), c) - wo , O)l + bc I qJ, , @I. 
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Thus there exists a continuous function h: E -+ [0, CO) with h(O) = 0 
such that i H(7, c)[ < h(e). Returning to (4.10) we obtain 
Fix Q sufficiently small that Kh(e) < a,/2 for 0 < l < l ( . Using Gronwall’s 
inequality, 
I ~(7, c)I < K Iy(0, c)i e-=7/2 
for 0 < E < c4 . Thus, if U(T, l ) is the semigroup generated by (4.9), we 
have shown that for 0 < E < min(r, , cs , EJ = l 1 
Finally, we again consider (4.8) and use the variation of constants formula 
to obtain 
or 
I ~(7, E)\ < KecaTi2 ) ~(0, e)I + jo’ Ke-a(r-n)‘2 ) h(s, y, e)l ds. 
Fix 6, so small that K I h(s, y, 6); < (a/4) 1 y 1 for I y 1 < 6, . Let I ~(0, E) < 
6,/K. Then, so long as I y(r, l )I < 6, 
earl2 I~(7, c)l < K Iy(0, c>I -Y- 1,' (44) e*r12 I y(s, c)I ds 
or, using Gronwall’s inequality, 
or 
em’/2 1 ~(7, e) < K jy(0, c)I eTj4 
\ y(T, 8)) < Ule-mT/4. 
Thus IY(T, e)l < 01 for all T, 1 y(T, E)I < K jy(0, <)I e--37/4, and, hence, 
Q(E) is an exponentially asymptotically stable critical point for (4.2). Thus, 
by Theorem 4.2, (4.1) has an exponentially asymptotically stable T-periodic 
solution. 
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5. APPLICATION TO EVOLUTION EQUATIONS 
In this section we show how the previous results can be applied to the 
abstract evolution equation 
j, = AY + 4?(Y) + w (5.1) 
provided A generates a T-periodic group. We give particular attention to 
the problem 
Y1t = Y22 - V13, 
Y21 = YlZ + 44 4, 
(5.2) 
with the boundary conditions 
y&, x + 4 = -x(4 x) = Yl(h -4, 
Y2(4 x + 4 = -Y2(4 4 = --Y2(4 -4. 
(5.3) 
W’e mention that if yi is a twice-differentiable solution to (5.2)(5.3), then it 
satisfies the wave equation with nonlinear damping 
Ztt - G, = E(Z2Zt + g(4 “q), 
z(f, 0) = z(f, 77) = 0 
(5.4) 
for some suitable choice of 6 and h. 
We shall suppose A is a possibly unbounded, densely defined, closed 
linear operator on DC X,, , where X0 is a Banach space with norm 1 . I,,. 
We shall also assume A generates a strongly continuous norm I group 
{e”“} having the property that eAT = I. By assigning D the graph norm 
(or some other appropriate combination of 1 u IO and 1 Au lo), we obtain the 
basic space X. 
We need to reduce (5.1) to standard form. So let us make the T-periodic 
transformation 
y : e-At Y* (5.5) 
From the group properties of {eAl}, 
ti = e-At(Ay + cg(y) + d(t)) - Ae-Aty 
= d(t, 4, 
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where 
f(t, u) = ecAfg(eAfu) + e-Afh(t). P-6) 
Everything we have done so far works if f(t, u) satisfies conditions (A) 
and (B) of Section 2. To this end, we suppose the following is true: 
I. A generates a strongly continuous group {eAl} with [ eAl lo < I 
and eAT = I. 
II. h(t) is an element of C(R, X). 
III. g is continuous and differentiable on X and its Frechet 
derivative satisfies a C, condition on any bounded set 5’ C X. That is, given 
7 > 0, there is a a(~) such that 
i AyA - dy2) - g’(ydy, - ~~11 G T) jy1 - y2 I (5.7) 
whenever ye , yi , and y2 are in S and 1 yr - y0 < 6 and 1 y2 - y,, i < 6. 
IV. g has derivatives to order two with its second derivative also 
satisfying a C, condition on bounded sets in X. 
We mention that the C, condition on g and g’ insures that g’ and g” are 
continuous at each point of X. See [7, p. 1651. 
LEMMA 5.1. If I, II, and III hold, then f(t, u) as given by (5.6) meets 
condition (A). 
Proof. By assumption I, eAftT7‘) = eAteAT = eAt. By II, h(t) is in C(R, X). 
Hence both e-“‘g(eA’u) and e-Alh(t) are T-periodic in t. 
Next, since A commutes with CAL, we have for each u E X, 
1 eAtu I = I eAfu In + I AeAtu I,, 
= I eAfu IO $- 1 eAtAu IO 
,< I eAf lo I u I < III. 
since eAL has norm 1. Hence, e At is bounded on X. Using the strong con- 
tinuity of {e”‘} in t on the space X, , it easily follows that eAtu is continuous 
on R x X. So by the composite function theorem, e-A’g(eAfu) and e-“‘h(t) 
are elements of C(R, X). 
By the chain rule, f is differentiable in u and 
f’(t, u) = ecAfg’(e%) eAf. (5.8) 
Using the continuity of g’ (see the remark after IV) and the strong con- 
tinuity of eAt, it follows that f’(t, u)v is continuous on R x X for each 
v E X. So f’(t, u) is continuous in the strong operator topology of L(X). 
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Finally, let us check the C, condition, which must hold uniformly in t. 
Let u0 be given and consider 
I fk 4 - fk 4 - f’k %J(% - %)I 
< 1 g(eAtul) - g(eAfu,) - g’(eAtu,) eAf(ul - uz)l. 
Let S be the sphere centered at 0 with radius p = 1 + 2 1 u,, 1. Suppose 
Iu~-u”/ < 1 andIu,--u,I < l.Thenfori: 1,2, 
I eAhi - u. 1 < : eAt(uf - u,)l + 1 eAfuO - u. 1 
< 1 f21u,I =p. 
By the C, condition (5.7) we can find 6(v) such that 
I g(eAtul) - g(e%,) - g’(eALu,) eAf(ul - z4.J < q 1 eAt(ul - uz)l 
< 17 I u1 - u2 i 
whenever ; eAtai - e%,, I < 6, i .= 1, 2. Picking I u1 - u,, I and I ~a - u,, I 
to be the smaller of 1 and 8 gives the desired result. This proves the Lemma. 
LEMMA 5.2. VI-IV hold, thenf(t, ) g u US ivm by (5.6) also satisfies condi- 
tion (B). 
Proof. It follows easily that f”(t, U) is defined by 
f”(t, 24) VW = e-Atg”(eAfu) eAtw eAtv. (5.9) 
Hence, using an argument similar to that of Lemma 5.1, we see that the 
second derivative has the required continuity properties. 
For the C, condition, consider for I v 1 = 1 the expression 
I f’(t, %)P) - f’k %)V - f “(4 %I) 4% - %> .
This is estimated by 
(5.10) 
I{g’(e%,) - g’(eAfu,) - g”(e44,) eAt(ul - u2)} e% I. 
Using the C, condition on g’, we can find for each bounded set SC X 
a value of 6 > 0 so that 
yyl I d(Y*)W - d(YJW - .!?“(Yo)(Y1 - YJW I G T) IYl - Yn I 
whenever yi E S, i = 0, 1, 2. As before, let S be the sphere of radius 
p = 1+21u,.. 1 Restrict I ui - z+, 1 and I ua - u,, I to be the smaller of 1 
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and 6. Put yi = eA$. Since i eA* v 1 < 1 v 1 = 1, the expression in (5.10) 
can be further estimated by 
7 I e% - u2) . 
Since 1 eAt 1 < 1, we have the desired result. 
We can now apply all of our previous results to (5.1) using 
1 r f,l’ 7 - 
I TO 
ecAyg(eAsv) ds + h (5.11) 
as the averaged equation. Here, h is the constant vector in X given by 
h -. f jr e--A”h(s) ds. 
0 
(5.12) 
In particular, the transient behavior for arbitrary initial vector for large 
but finite times can be studied via the nonconstant solutions to (5.1 I), 
whereas its equilibrium points can be used to infer the existence of periodic 
solutions. 
As an example we shall consider (5.2). To illustrate the transient behavior, 
h will be set to zero. For T-periodic solutions, we shall require h(t, x) to 
contain some traveling wave components. Otherwise, h, as given by (5.12), 
will vanish. Because the damping factor is cubic and contains no linear 
terms, the Jacobian condition in Theorem 4.4 will fail. 
The space X0 is the set of pairs p - (q, Y) of functions x-antiperiodic 
in x E R for which the first component is odd in SC and the second is even. 
The norm is 
I P I: = & j-:” W(x) + Y”(X)} dx. 
(The purpose of taking antiperiodic elements, i.e., those with the property 
that p(x + rr) = -p(x), is to simplify some of the computations in finding 
(5. I l).) 
The operator A is given by 
It is closed and densely defined if its domain D is the set of absolutely con- 
tinuous elements of X0 whose derivatives are square integrable. With the 
norm 
I P I = (I P I: -I- I AP l:P”, 
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D becomes the space X. It is useful to note that X can be identified with 
the Sobolev space ZY1 of &-valued, 2lr-periodic, n-antiperiodic functions of x 
which are in L, on each segment of length 2~ along with their generalized 
first derivatives. See [I, Chap. 31. 
We state the next result without proof. It is simply D’Alembert’s solution 
for the linear homogeneous part of (5.2). 
LEMMA 5.3. The operator A generates the unitary group {eAL} on X0 
defined 6y 
1 q(x + t) + q(x - t) $ Y(X + t) - t.(x - t) 
(e”‘p)(x) = z [q@ +- t) - q(x - t) + Y(X + t) + Y(X - t) 1 . (5.13) 
Hence, assumption I of this section is satisfied for T = 27r. Assumption II 
will hold if we suppose h(t, x) is a continuously differentiable 2r-periodic 
function of t and ;Y which is even and n-antiperiodic in the second variable. 
Of course, less restrictive conditions can also be found. 
In the paper [8, Section 41, there are given several theorems and lemmas 
which can be used to show that any continuous function with a sufficient 
number of continuous derivatives will compose with elements of X so 
that all requirements of III and IV can be met. For the simple case where 
g(y) = (yi3, 0), direct proofs can be easily provided. 
LEMMA 5.4. The function g(y) = (y13,0) meets the requirements of III 
in the space X. 
Proof. Let 1 q Irn mean the quantity 
i4L = sup{1 q(x)‘; x E [O, 24}. 
Let p E X. Then f(p) = (qa, 0) and Ag(p) = (0, 3q2q,). Hence, 
< 6 I 4 I”, I P I*. 
Thus g maps X to itself. Furthermore, bounded sets go to bounded sets 
because of the Sobolev imbedding theorem which insures that in one 
dimension 
I4 loo < c0t-m I4 IIf (5.14) 
Here, the quantity I q Ii signifies 
I 4 1: = & Jo*” {I &)I2 i I hzWi*I dJr. 
See [I, p. 1671. 
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We can establish both the continuity and the C, condition simultaneously. 
First we note that 
g’(P) = [3;p 3. 
Next, using the embedding Theorem (5.14), we establish that 
I w2 II < cons I q1 II I q2 II , 
where the constant does not depend on qi . Hence, 
I &API) - AP2) - d(PO)(Pl - P2)l 
;= 1(413 - 423) - %02(41 - !I2111 
< const I q12 + w2 + 422 - 3q02 II I q1 - q2 II 
< cona l(q12 - qo2) i- (422 - qo2) + qoh - q0) + 4d42 - 40h I PI - P2 I 
< cons4 40 II L 41 ‘I + ! q2 Id{i q1 - Q0 II + I 42 - Q0 II> IPI - P2 I. 
From this estimate, the uniform C, condition on bounded sets follows 
easily. 
LEMMA 5.5. The function g(y) = (y13, 0) satisjies condition IV. 
We leave the proof to the reader. 
Let us now try to compute the averaged equation (5.11) for (5.2). Using 
the representation (5.13) for eAt, we have 
1 e-““g(y(r, x)) = - z [ Y13(7, x - s) + y,3(7, x + s) 
Y13(‘, x - s) - y13(7, x $- s) I ’ 
(5.15) 
where yr(~, x), the first component of e%(T, x), is given by 







ecADg(eA%(T, x)) ds 
7, J - s) + x3(7, x + s)} ds 
=-- 
2n {YI”(T, x - 4 - ~~(7, J + 4) ds 
I 
(5.17) 
with y1 as given above. Now, 
YAT, 4 --: (1/mJ,(7,4 + %(7,X) + e, x - 2.4 - 47, x - 2-g), 
YB(T, x) L (I /2)@47, x) - W2(T, x) $ .uJT, x -t 2.g + w2(7, x t 2)). 
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w(s) ds = $ J-o2” w(x - 2) d.f = & j2n w(x + 2s) ds 0 
and that, for n-antiperiodic ones, p = (q, Y), q, I, q2r, qr2, 43, and rs have 
zero mean value. Thus, 
T, x - s) + y13(7, x 7 s)) ds 
= (1/1W47,x) + ~2(7> -4)" 
+ 3(%(7, x) i w2(7, X))[(WI(T, *) - w2(7, *)>“I 
+ (%(T, 4 - W2(7> 4)" 
+ 3hb, 4 - w2(7* XNKfh(T, *I + w2(7, *N211, 
where we have used the notation 
(5.18) 
[w(T, a)] = $ I’ W(T, u) do. 
Simplifying, we obtain for the right side of (5.18) the expression 
(1/8)hV> 4 + 374(7,x) ~2~(7,x) + 347) ~d~,x)>> 
where 
cY(T) = & 
I :’ {w12(7, u) + ~~~(7, u)} do. 
We observe that 








2”{h(s, x - s) + h(s, x + s)} ds 
0 I 
’ 
Putting these results together, we get the first averaged equation 
80,’ q = -{w13 + ~w,w,~ + 3cq) + 84 , 
where we have dropped the dependences on T and x. Similarly, 
80,’ = -{w23 + 3W12W, + 3arer2} + 8h, . 
We summarize our results in a theorem. 
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THEOREM 5. I. The averaged equations for (5.2) are 
’ 01 = -( 1;8)(q3 + 3v,v,’ -,- 3q} -1 h, 1 







{c,*(., u) + v2*(., CT)} do (5.20) 
h,(x) := & j-,*” {h(s, s - s) - h(s, .r + s)} ds, 
h,(x) = -& j-o2n {h(s, x - s) + h(s, x -; s)} ds. 
An explicit solution of (5.19) is h p 1 o e ess when h is nonzero. When h vanishes, 
we can gain some insight into the transient behavior for time intervals of 
order ~-1 using Theorem 4.3. We mention that h(t, X) has the form 
Hence, 
h(t, x) - 1 h,,,einlf cos nx. 
So if h,,, = 0 whenever 1 m , --. , n 1, then h, = h, = 0. Otherwise, h(t, X) 
contains some traveling wave components and then h cannot be identically 
zero. 
Case I. h,(x) -.= h*(x) -- 0. 
WC arc going to try to solve the system 
8v,’ 7 -{q3 f 3v,v,* t- 3av,), 
8v,’ = -{v*8 + 3V,“V, + 3&V,}, 
with the initial values 
(5.22) 
q(O, 2) =-= q(x), v2(0, x) = r(x), (5.23) 
where p = (q, r) is in X. We point out that (Y is not a constant but depends 
in a complicated way on z’r and vu:, . 
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Except for the OL term, these equations can be uncoupled. Let 
z.1 = q + w2, 
(5.24) 
v2 = w, - wp . 
Substituting (5.24) into (5.22), adding and then subtracting leads to the 
equations 
Wi’ -t (3/4) pwi + (I !2) Wi3 = 0, 
wi(“, x, = ai(x), 
where i = 1,2 and 
44 -: (1/2)(d4 -1 W), 
a2(4 L (1 !w?(x) - W), 
P(T) = $ IT h2(7, 4 + w,~(T, x)} dx. 
(5.26) 
(5.27) 
Although /3 depends on 7, we shall follow the technique of Kevorkian 
and Chikwendu in [4, p. 2501 and first solve (5.25) as if p were a constant. 
So consider 
2’ + (3/4)/3z + (l/2) 23 =z 0. (5.28) 
By elementary methods WC obtain 
z’(r) =1 3/je-(3/2)“ra2/(3/j + 2a2(] - e-(3/21Br)), (5.29) 
where z(0) = a. Equation (5.28) can be rewritten as 
z(7) = u($q’/2 (1 + &l&‘/2, (5.30) 
where 
#(T) = (2/3/3)(1 - e-(3/2)67). (5.31) 
This suggests we should try solving (5.25) in the form 
wi = u&q’/2 (1 + q2$)-“2 (5.32) 
and try to find 4 so that (cl(O) := 0 and #‘(O) = I. (At this point, our approach 
departs from that of [4].) Substitution of (5.32) into (5.25) gives the equation 
for 4: 
(CI” -t (3!2)!$’ :-: 0, 
(cl(O) == 0, f(O) = 1. 
(5.33) 
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We note that /3 = p#‘, where 
So the 4 equation becomes 
#" + (3/2) pt,b'" = 0. (5.35) 
Even though p depends on $I, we can integrate (5.35) once to obtain 
4’ = exp I- i io’ ~(4 dsl, 
#(O) I- 0. 
(5.36) 
Hence, for as long as it exists, I/‘(T) > 0. Since $“(T) < 0, 4 is concave. 
Since 4’(O) = 0 and 4(O) = 0, # . IS monotone increasing with decreasing 
slope as 7 + +co. So $ exists for all positive T, although it must become 
unbounded since the right side of (5.36) has no zeros. However, 4’ remains 
bounded with #‘(7) < 1 for 7 > 0. Both I,L and #’ are nonnegative for ‘T >, 0. 
Using this information in (5.32) we see that, as 7 + +a~, wi - 0. 
Hence, the same is true for w, and v2. Using (5.34) in (5.36) and inter- 
changing the order of integration gives 
*’ = exp [ - $ I’ ln( 1 + +zrs(x))( 1 + &z2”(x)) uk] . (5.37) 
This is about as far as we can go without specifying a, and a2 . 
We can still obtain some estimates on 4. First, since #’ < 1, C(T) < T, 
and so # grows no faster than a linear function of 7. For a lower bound 
we note that 1 + &zi2 >, 1, and thus 
[ dx) + ‘tx) ’ + dx) - ‘tx) 
2 I I 2 
From (5.36) we obtain 
4’ 2 exp(-P/4) I P 1; 4. (5.38) 
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This inequality is readily solved and we obtain 
~44 3 (4/3 I P 13 In(l + (3/4) I P IFi 4 (5.39) 
Using the expression (5.32) for wi and the estimate (5.39) gives 
w~(T, x) ,< ai( I + (4uF(x)/3 1 p 1:) In( I - (3/4) 1 p 1: ~)}-l’~. (5.9 
Here we have used the fact that #‘(T) < I. For a lower bound, we note 
that I+(T) < t and 
F(T) 3 expl-(3/J) I P IFi 4. 
Thus, 
Wj(T, x) 3 a&) e- (3/4)lPlgT (1 + q”(X)‘}-““. (5.41) 
These can be used to estimate v1 and w2, but we shall not do so here. 
Applying Theorem 4.3 we obtain the following result. 
THEOREM 5.2. Consider k?q. (5.2). Suppose h(t, x) is 2x-periodic in t and x, 
is continuously d@rentiable, and is even and antiperiodic in its second variable. 
Assume 
I 
2n h(s, x - s) ds = 1’” h(s, x + s) ds = 0. 
0 0 
Suppose the initial conditions in X are given: 
y(0, x) = p(x) = [$;,. 
Then for times of order l -l, an approximate solution (in the sense of Theorem 4.3) 
is gimn by 
y(t, x) = e%(rt, x), 
where eAt is as &fined in (5.13). The element v = (vL , YJ is given by 
fh(T, x) -: w,(r, x) + w2(7, x), 
%(7, x) = Wl(7, x) - w2(7, x), 
where 
and 
Wj(7, x) = U,(X)(~‘(T))‘/” (1 + ajyx)#)-‘“, 
i = 1,2, 
ad-4 = (~/2Mx) + r(4), 
a~@) = W)W) - r(4), 
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andjnaily where (c, satisfies (5.36). Both vl and v2 go to zero with increasing T, 
with rates estimated by (5.40) and (5.41). 
Case 2. Either h,(x) f 0 or h*(x) s 0. 
In this case, we will apply Theorem 4.4 to show that (5.2) has a stable 
periodic solution for all sufficiently small e. We begin by showing that the 
right-hand side of (5.19) has a zero in X. 
LEMMA 5.6. The equations 
-(l,%)(~,~ i- 327,~s~ + 3rxq) -‘- h, = 0, 
-( 1/8)(vs3 -+ 3v,%, + 3~s) I h, = 0, 
where 
3 = & [2n{v12(x) + Vet) dx, 
‘0 
have a solution v = [;I in X. 
Proof. As before, let 
z’ z Wl$ wp, 
VB = Wl - w2 . 
Then (5.42) becomes 
w13 -k (3/2)/3wi - h, -= 0, 
2~2~ i (3/2) pw2 - h, = 0, 
where 





h, = h, + h, , 
h, = h, - h, . 
In view of the assumption that either h,(x) + 0 or h,(x) f 0, we note that 
both 01 and p must be positive. 
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In order to solve (5.43), we temporarily assume that /3 is a constant. By 
the formula for solving a cubic equation [3, p. 71, we obtain 
(5.45) 
It is now easy to verify that vi =- w1 L w2 and va = wi - w2 are such 
that [2] is in X for each j3 > 0. 
Of course, we have not yet solved (5.43) because /? is not an independent 
parameter; it is a function of wi and wa given by (5.43). For ,6 > 0, define 
W) = &- jo2’ {q2(x) +Wan} dx. 
where w1 and w2 are given by (5.45). If we can show that T(F) : /3 for 
some p > 0, then the functions wr and wa obtained from (5.45) for such j3 
form a solution of (5.43). The corresponding vi = w1 + wz and v2 1: w1 - w2 
then solve (5.42). 
From (5.45) and (5.46), we note first that T(/?) is a continuous function 
of j3 for j? > 0. Also, T(0) > 0. Next, we multiply the first equation in 




2rr o (wl 
4 + w:) dx -I- ; /3 . & In (w; $- w22) dx 
Thus, 
1 -- 
I 2n (k,w, + k,w,) d.r L= 0. 27r 0 
;/IT(@) = & hff (k,w, + kiw2) dx - $ I= (w14 + wz4) dx 
< & I’ (k,w, + k,w,) dx 
<$ 
I I 
2R (k,2 + k,2) dx/‘:s I& I’” (q2 
l/2 




=1-J 277 0 
(k12 + k,*) dx/ “* { T(#?)}‘!2. 
Hence, 
T(B) < (constP2) --+ 0 as j? ---f co. 
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Since T(p) is continuous for /I 3 0 with T(0) > 0 and T(p) --f 0 as /? + co, 
it follows that T(F) = /3 for some j3 > 0. This completes the proof of 
Lemma 5.6. 
Our next task is to show that the Frechet derivative of the right-hand 
side of (5.19) has a bounded inverse on X at each of its zeros. This derivative 
is given by 
BWP = -(3/8) Q(w)P - (3/4)(~, ~)ov 
where Q(w) is the linear operator on X defined by the matrix 
1 
q2 + Q2 + a 2w,w* 
3w2 w12 + w22 + a 1 211 ’ w== ) [ 1 w2 
and 
LEMMA 5.7. If w f 0, there exist positiwe constants C, and C, such that 
Cl(B(w)P, PI0 L C2(@(4P)', P’h G -i P I* 
for allp in X. 
LEMMA 5.8. If w # 0, B(w) has a bounded inverse on X. 
The proofs of these two lemmas are identical to those of Lemmas 5.3 
and 5.4 of [8] and therefore will be omitted here. 
Finally, let us look at the variational equation for (5.19). If w, is a zero 
of the right-hand side of (5.19), the corresponding variational equation is 
dw/dt 1. B(w,)w, w(0) 1 U”. (5.47) 
LEMMA 5.9. The wariational equation (5.47) is exponentially asymptotically 
stable. 
Proof. We consider the equivalent inner product for X defined by 
(PI 9 PA, = CI(P, > P&l + C*(P,‘, P2’h 7 
where C, and C, are the constants of Lemma 5.7. (This equivalent inner 
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product is also used in the proof of Lemma 5.8.) If w(t) is the solution 
of (5.47), then 
(44 I w(t)l: = 2w4q/4, w(t))a 
= 2wJ,) 4th w(t)>0 
= 2{w3(%) 4th wwo + C*~wb) 4w, (w(4)‘),~ 
< -2 I w(‘)12 
by Lemma 5.7. Thus, 
(44 I w(t)lK < --2G I qq: , 
where C, = (max{C, , C,j)-l. It follows that 
1 w(t)li < 1 u. I”, e-2C3t. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 5.9. 
Theorem 4.4 now applies and we obtain the following result: 
THEOREM 5.3. Let h(t, x) be a continuously dilferentiable function which Is 
2vperiodic in t and x and even and antiperiodic in x. Assume that either 
j: h(s, x - s) ds + 0 or Jr h( s, x + s) a!t -+ 0. Then there exists E$ > 0 and 
an initial condition such that (5.2) has a 2 n- p eriodic solution for each l with 
0 < I l 1 < E*. Zf E > 0, this 2n-periodic solution is exponentially asymp- 
totically stable. 
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